
19 January 2017 

Australian Competition and Consumer Commission 
23 Marcus Clarke Street 
Canberra ACT 2601 

By email: adjudication@accc.gov.au 

To Whom It May Concern 

A91552 & A91553 - Virgin Australia and Alliance Aviation Services - submission 

I refer to Adelaide Airport Limited’s (AAL) previous submission dated 23 September 2016 supporting the proposed 

Charter Alliance Agreement (Charter Alliance) between Virgin Australia (Virgin) and Alliance Aviation Services 

(Alliance). This submission reiterates AAL’s support for the Charter Alliance and provides further supporting detail 

following the Draft Determination handed down on 19 December 2016.  

As set out in our earlier submission, the proposed Charter Alliance is a means by which Virgin will be able to enter new 

markets and compete for corporate charter customers in different regions including South Australia. The proposed 

Charter Alliance will enable Alliance to provide a high-end service to customers that it currently cannot offer which will 

in turn improve the service on existing South Australian operations. Due to the current size and relative simplicity of 

the resource charter market in South Australia, we do not believe that this alliance will have the effect of reducing 

competition in South Australia.  

The Charter Alliance is capable of generating significant benefits to corporate charter customers in South Australia and 

potentially throughout Australia. The corporate charter traffic in South Australia is critical to mining companies looking 

to commence new operations and re-open closed mines.  It is our view that the Charter Alliance also stands to benefit 

both parties’ customers, who will be able to access a competitively priced, superior product compared with what each 

party could provide on a stand-alone basis. By working together, the parties will be able to benefit from operating their 

aircraft more efficiently and at higher load factors and will have operational cost and fixed cost savings, the benefits of 

which should flow through to their customers. It is the view of AAL that any Charter Alliance that can reduce cost within 

the resources sector of South Australia and assist to stimulate the economy is of benefit to South Australia.  

AAL continues to support the Charter Alliance and considers that authorisation should be granted in circumstances 

such as this, where there is no harm to competition and substantial benefits for the parties and for corporate charter 

customers across Australia. 

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you wish to discuss this submission further. 

Yours sincerely 
ADELAIDE AIRPORT 

Brenton Cox 

EGM CORPORATE 


